Last week the students at Albany Primary School were the first in the state to
participate in the new Move It and Prove It Scitech Show.
The students learnt about the rules of the Universe and investigated how to make
circuits, encouraging small group cooperation and problem solving.

Some students from 23 shared their thoughts
At Scitech I enjoyed shooting the laser beam into the mirror onto the target- Jake
We worked with electric circuits, mirrors and lights- Oliver
I had a lot of fun, our group worked together to get our fan to work- Abbey
The hands on Science was amazing- Lily
It was fun when our class did the experiment, but our group couldn’t get the fan goingEvie
I liked how they put a jar in a jar, in a jar, in a jar and the egg slingshot- Lincoln
I learnt that lasers can stay in a straight line- Zeus
I thought it was a great show. I liked it when the rubber egg was shot onto a targetZeek
I liked the flying egg and want to learn more about speed- Aaron W
I liked Scitech because it was hard and fun- Lorna
I learnt how light travels in a loop and I want to know how electricity works- Alaia
First we watched a show, next we did some experimenting- Monette
I found it interesting when Amy shot the laser into oil, water and water with cornflour
to make the laser go straight- Hana
The Scitech show was very funny- Rocco
I liked doing the experiment with the egg- Elijah
I liked doing the experiment- Nessa
I want to learn how electricity goes through vegemite- Ella and Aaron O
I learnt how to make electricity using a circuit- Ethan
I learnt that a parachute can slow things down- Charlie
I loved it when they made a sling shot with an egg and got a goal- Jai
I enjoyed doing the experiment and I can’t wait for next years Scitech- Eloise

Thank you Mr Murray for organising the Incursion for us!

